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Difference atomic pair distribution function methods have been applied to detect and characterize nanoparticles suspended in a
solvent at very dilute concentrations. We specifically consider nanoparticles of a pharmaceutical compound in aqueous solution
using X-ray PDF methods, a challenging case due to the low atomic number of the nanoparticle species. The nanoparticles
were unambiguously detected at the level of 0.25 wt. %. Even at these low concentrations the signals were highly reproducible,
allowing for reliable detection and quantitative analysis of the nanoparticle structure.

1 Introduction

Many modern material systems contain heterogenous mix-
tures of components, including nanometer scale particles and
structures. It is important to be able to characterize the struc-
tures of the components in such complex mixtures. For ex-
ample, colloidal dispersions of nanoparticles in solvent have
garnered attention for their usefulness in developing a more
fundemental understanding of nanoparticle synthesis,1 along
with direct applications in drug delivery,2 imaging,3 coat-
ings,4 food processing,5 industrial fluids,6 and the develop-
ment of self-assembling materials and superstructures,7,8 to
name just a few. It is often desireable to work with very
low concentrations, whether to achieve the proper pharma-
cokinetic properties of a drug molecule or to prevent particle
aggregation and settling. Techniques such as SAXS, UV-Vis,9

DLS,10 and even TEM,11 have been used in situ to quan-
tify particle count and morphology but become increasingly
challenging at lower concentrations. Meanwhile, quantitative
structural analysis of the very particles themselves remains
elusive.

Atomic pair distribution function (PDF) analysis of total
scattering data is an effective technique for studying structure
in such systems.∗ It uses both Bragg and diffuse scattering to
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obtain the scaled probability of finding two atoms in a mate-
rial a distance r apart relative to the average atom-pair density
of the material.12 Information regarding physical and chemi-
cal properties of the local structure can be obtained from this.
Lacking the necessary presumption of infinite periodicity, it
has lent success to quantitative analysis of nanoparticle struc-
ture and dynamics,13–16 stacking defects and size induced
strain states,17–19 and even ab initio structure determination,20

with output in these directions growing rapidly. These advan-
tages have recently extended the technique toward systems of
ingredients. Here, difference atomic pair distribution func-
tion (dPDF) methods are often used, in which a signal from
only the component of interest is extracted by subtracting scat-
tering contributions from other components, background, and
environment. Studies using this method have included multi-
component systems such as mixed crystalline and amorphous
phases,21–24 adsorbent and adsorbate components in surface
interaction studies,25–28 and guest-host structures.29–32 In situ
studies using dPDF analysis are also becoming more popular
in order to extract information about materials in their work-
ing environments at functionally relevant conditions; these
have included nanoparticle studies of formation,1,33–38 phase
transformations,39,40 and reaction chemistry,41–44 including in
operando studies of devices at work.45,46 Note that the differ-
ence PDF approaches described here should not be confused
with separate differential PDF methods which instead take ad-
vantage of X-ray anomalous scattering, the so-called differen-
tial anomalous pair distribution function approach.12,47,48

It is important to determine the sensitivity of the dPDF
method to the concentration of constituents of interest, for

∗ The PDF referred to here is often called the TSPDF in the pharmaceutical
literature
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example, studies of minute impurity phases in solids, or in
this case, nanoparticles in solution. This value is dependent
upon species scattering intensity, structural arrangement (e.g.
whether the signal is crystalline or amorphous), and mea-
sured counting statistics, so defining a generic limit is impre-
cise. Concentrations at and above 1 wt. % are widely quoted,
for example 2.5 wt. % amorphous in crystalline silica,22 and
1 wt. % platinum nanoparticles on alumina support.42 Sensi-
tivity down to 0.2 wt. % is reported for CdSe nanoparticles in
toluene.49 Here, the sensitivity is measured to 0.25 wt. %, but
in this case for an organic sample which has a much weaker
scattering power than the prior cases. The practicality of such
measurents is improved by taking advantage of data reduction
methods used by the software PDFGETX3.50 This is for a sys-
tem of organic nanoparticles in an aqueous suspension, which
is an extremely challenging case due to the weaker scatter-
ing of the particles of interest. Samples consisted of small
nanoparticles of a proprietary active pharmaceutical ingredi-
ent (API) under development by GlaxoSmithKline.

2 Results and Discussion

Samples included the API as a bulk crystalline powder and
as precipitated from a non-microfluidized 5 wt. % suspen-
sion (2 % Polysorbate 80 (PS80), 0.2 % Sorbitan monolau-
rate (SML), 0.3 % Oleic Acid (OA) in water), three samples
of API in the same solution at concentrations of 5, 0.66, and
0.25 wt. % which were size reduced by microfluidization, and
a blank sample of the aqueous solution. Examples of the raw
intensity are shown in 2D, Fig. 1, and 1D, Fig. 2, before be-
ing normalized and reduced to the structure function F(Q)
then transformed to the PDF, G(r). The F(Q) and G(r) are
shown for both the precipitated crystalline API and the aque-
ous solution in Fig. 3. These can be considered as controls
which establish the nature of the PDF for these constituents.
Persistence of the signal out to high-r (around 90 Å) for the
crystalline control is due to its well ordered periodicity giving
long-range coherence. The signal finally drops off due to the
finite reciprocal-space resolution of the measurement. Mean-
while, the signal from the aqueous solvent disappears well be-
fore r = 20 Å, because there is no structural coherence be-
yond the intramolecular bonding of the solution molecules and
some near neighbor packing. This signal was measured with
good statistics, as evident by minimal noise in the F(Q), al-
lowing its use as a background subtraction to the sample data.

Over the course of the experiment, the non-size reduced
API settled out of solution, precipitating out the crystalline
form. Before being used as a control for the other suspen-
sion samples, this signal is scaled and superimposed over that
of the bulk crystal for comparison in Fig. 4. It is clear that
there is significant disparity between the two PDFs in the low-
r region, up to about r = 10 Å. To explore the cause of this,

Fig. 1 Example of raw data: microfluidized 5 wt. % sample on the
2D detector before integrating to get the 1D pattern.

the difference is taken between the scaled data sets, shown as
the red line offset below the data curves. Plotted on top in
light blue is the PDF of the aqueous solution which has been
rescaled to have the same amplitude. The agreement is very
good, in this case showing that the discrepancies between the
two sample measurements do not come from irreproducibilies
between data sets, but the fact that the precipitated API was
still embedded in solution. Note that because the solvent sig-
nal is flat in the high-r region, there is excellent reproducibility
in the signals beyond 10 Å, even before subtraction as seen in
Fig. 5. This illustrates the useful fact that a crystalline, or as
will be shown later, a nanocrystalline component can be easily
seen in the PDF, even in the presence of significant liquid or
amorphous components.

While the non-size reduced API fell out of suspension and
recrystallized, the microfluidized API at 5 wt. % did not. In
this sample, the signal is dominated by 95 wt. % solvent. This
is shown in Fig. 6(a), where the PDF is plotted overlaid by
a scaled plot of the pure solvent. The curves are very simi-
lar, albeit with small deviations evident. A dPDF approach is
taken to extract the signal coming from the micronized API
in suspension by subtracting the scaled solvent background.
Fig. 6(b) shows the PDFs, where signals from both 5 wt. %
micronized suspension and the pure solvent are plotted over a
wide range of r, with the difference curve plotted below in red.
A signal is clearly visible extending to around 70–80 Å which
presumably comes from the API in suspension. In order to
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Fig. 2 Integration of measured intensity: 1D raw signal after
integration of Debye-Scherrer rings, Fig. 1, for precipitated
crystalline API (red), aqueous solvent (blue), and 0.25 wt. % API
suspension (green). Curves are offset for clarity.

confirm that the signal in the dPDF originates from the API, it
is compared to the PDF of the precipitate recrystallized from
solution with the same concentration in Fig. 7, with solution
subtracted as shown necessary in Fig. 4. It is clear that the
dPDF signal from the size-reduced suspension is the same as
that from the crystalline API giving clear confirmation that this
dPDF method is able to detect the presence of the API signal
in suspension, even at 5 wt. % concentrations. In order to
achieve this level of agreement, the signal from the crystalline
precipitate was corrected for finite domain size effects. It was
multiplied by the characteristic function for a sphere (Eq. 3)
of diameter 16.9 nm. The diameter was estimated by carrying
out a least-squares fit such that d was allowed to vary until the
PDFs of the nanoparticles and size-corrected crystalline data
gave the best agreement.

Sensitivity analysis is carried out to see how dilute the API
can be while still remaining visible in the measured PDF. To
do this, further diluted concentrations of 0.66 and 0.25 wt. %
are considered. As concentrations become more dilute, it is
increasingly challenging to detect a contribution that is it sta-
tistically different from the blank with PDF methods. As seen
in Fig. 2, the raw intensity from the solvent and 0.25 wt. %
suspension are nearly indistinguishable. However, the ques-
tion is whether any signal can be detected in the data after
processing to obtain the fully corrected F(Q) and PDF, G(r),
functions. The resulting dPDFs are compared in Fig. 8. With
decreasing API concentrations, there is an increasing presence
of noise in the dPDF, as the API now accounts for less than
one percent of the total signal. However, it is clear that as the
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Fig. 3 Representative data sets from control samples: precipitated
crystalline API (green) and aqueous solvent (blue). (a) F(Q) (b) the
PDF, G(r).

concentration is reduced down to 0.25 wt. %, the structural
signal from the API is still highly reproducible out to high-r.
While no structural model is available for the API, agreement
with the crystalline form shows that quantitative analyses of
the dPDF data from the dilute API is possible. To further ex-
plore this, a peak fitting algorithm51 was used to extract peak
positions and a baseline from the PDF of the domain-size cor-
rected crystalline standard PDF. Gaussian functions were then
fit to the crystalline and 0.25 wt. % PDFs at these positions,
see Fig. 9. This constitutes a less highly constrained fit than
would be the case in a real PDF structural refinement such as
carried out with programs such as PDFfit52 or PDFgui53 and
so is a strict test of the reliability of extracting quantities from
the PDF of the dilute sample. Though there is higher uncer-
tainty associated with the dilute suspension PDF due to the
small signal, the peak positions from the crystal adequately
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Fig. 4 Comparison of bulk versus precipitated crystalline samples:
PDFs from the bulk crystalline API (blue) and the crystalline API
that precipitated from solvent (green). The PDF signals are
subtracted (red) and compared to that of the aqueous solvent (light
blue) with very good agreement showing that the only difference
between the signals is the presence of significant solvent scattering
in the latter case. PDF is sensitive to the presence or absence of
residual solvent in the crystalline API.

account for all signal arising from the structure in the dilute
PDF (Fig. 9) and values for peak widths and intensities match
well, see Table 1.

Though PDFs from a wide variety of materials and at a
varying range of diluted concentrations have been measured,
few have reported on the actual sensitivity limits of the tech-
nique for their respective systems. One systematic study by
Peterson et al.22 reported phase determination with PDF to
be accurate down to at least 2.5 wt. % and lower with single
data set standards available. In the present case, single data set
standards are utilized, and much lower component concentra-
tions are analyzed, in our case with components which scatter
far more weakly than do typical inorganics. As previously
discussed, the limit of detection will depend on the particular
situation in a dPDF study. For example, it is easier to detect
the signal from a nanoparticle on the background of a liquid
or amorphous host than it would be to detect a minority crys-
talline component in another crystalline material.

Detection at very dilute concentrations with PDF means that
more components can be studied in their native environments,
i.e., in situ, rather than in contrived situations with exaggerated
concentrations. This is important, for example where aggrega-
tion of higher concentrations is an issue. Also, dilute samples
can benefit time and cost when the primary component is rare
or expensive. Better resolution can be expected in identifying
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Fig. 5 High-r comparison of bulk versus precipitated crystalline
samples: scaled to highlight the signal from the intermediate-range
molecular packing in the crystal, from the bulk crystalline API
(blue) and the crystalline API that precipitated from solvent (green).
The figure illustrates the level of reproducibility that may be
obtained by measuring two different samples of the same material.

consumption and production of components in reactive sys-
tems so that kinetic behavior can be studied. In the present
case, the API can be studied at the actual concentration of the
marketed drug product.

3 Conclusions

This work reports the sensitivity of the PDF to the presence
of small quantities of crystalline or nanocrystalline compo-
nents in a disordered matrix for a weakly scattering carbona-
cious material. PDFs from quantities of nanocrystalline ma-
terial as small as 0.25 wt. % could be extracted using differ-
ence methods from high quality synchrotron data that are suit-
able for quantitative analysis such as fingerprinting and struc-
tural modeling, even when the coherent domain size is only
on the order of 10 nm. In terms of wt. % it is comparable to
the reported state of the art for inorganic materials,49 though
much improved in terms of scattering power of the compo-
nent of interest. The practicality of such a measurement is
also improved using the latest data reduction methods. This
will open doors to a multitude of studies such as crystalline
and nanocrystalline APIs in amorphous matrix formulations
(e.g. dispersion in polymer excipients), or inorganic nanopar-
ticles embedded in a glass matrix, or in liquid suspensions as
studied here.
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Fig. 6 Comparison of precipitated and 5 wt. % suspension samples:
PDFs from the 5 wt. % API (blue) and aqueous solvent (green). (a)
Low-r region of the PDF. (b) wide r-range with the difference of the
PDF signals shown offset below (red).

4 Methods

4.1 PDF technique

The experimental PDF, denoted G(r), is the truncated Fourier
transform of the reduced total scattering structure function,
F(Q) = Q[S(Q)−1];54

G(r) =
2
π

∫ Qmax

Qmin

F(Q)sin(Qr)dQ, (1)

where Q is the magnitude of the scattering momentum. The
structure function, S(Q), is extracted from the Bragg and dif-
fuse components of X-ray, neutron or electron powder diffrac-
tion intensity. For elastic scattering, Q = 4π sin(θ)/λ , where
λ is the scattering wavelength and 2θ is the scattering angle.
In practice, values of Qmin and Qmax are determined by the ex-
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Fig. 7 Determining the range of structural coherence for suspension
particles: Reproducibility of the dPDF from the microfluidized
5 wt. % API obtained from reciprocal space subtraction of the
suspension (green) and the crystalline precipitate corrected by a
16.9 nm domain size (blue).

perimental setup and Qmax is often reduced below the experi-
mental maximum to eliminate noisy data from the PDF since
the signal to noise ratio becomes unfavorable in the high-Q
region.

For rapid fingerprinting of components, structural signals
from measurement are overlaid and compared with a control
sample.55 This is useful for identifying the level of agreement
in bonding motifs and structural coherence.12 Atomic corre-
lations can exist at very large distances for pristine crystalline
samples, while they may only reach to the length of a single
molecule for amorphous samples.

In the case of nanoparticles, this size effect is quantitatively
accounted for by modulating an infinitely periodic crystalline
PDF signal with a characteristic function γ(r)12,56 to produce
a new signal,

Gnano(r) = γ(r)G∞(r), (2)

that reflects the expected attenuation with increasing-r due to
the effects from finite size and shape of the nanostructural do-
main of coherence. This domain may be much smaller than
the nanoparticle in cases where there is significant structural
disorder. The characteristic function for a sphere is

γ(r)sphere =

[
1− 3r

2d
+

1
2

( r
d

)3
]

H(d − r), (3)

where d is the domain diameter. H(r) is a step function with
value 1 for r ≤ d and 0 beyond.57 It is useful to note that the
signal is additionally attenuated by the finite resolution of the
measurement.12
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Fig. 8 Signal sensitivity: dPDFs from reciprocal space subtraction
of the solvent for the 0.25 (blue), 0.66 (green) and 5 (red) wt. % API
samples. Despite increased noise ripples in the low concentration
samples, the signal from the API is clearly evident.

The difference PDF method works because the measured
PDF for a multi-phase material is a linear combination of the
PDFs from each separate phase p,

G(r) = ∑
p

Gp(r). (4)

This holds true if there is no structural coherence between the
phases, which is a good approximation in most cases, except
for example a phase that is topotaxially embedded in a crys-
talline matrix. This approximation works well for nanoparti-
cles embedded in a glass or suspended in solvent, or incoher-
ent mixtures of multiple phases in a powder or polycystalline
material. In this case, the contribution to the total from each
phase is proportional to its relative concentration.

In general, the dPDF exeriment is carried out in simi-
lar fashion to a typical powder X-ray diffraction experiment,
though powder may refer to any form of the material of in-
terest with the sole requirement that it is isotropic (e.g. crys-
talline or nanocrystalline powders, glasses, rubbery and waxy
polymers, plastics, gels, liquid and amorphous colloids, so-
lutions etc.). The high Qmax requirement means that the use
of high energy, short wavelength synchrotron radiation is op-
timal, though molybdenum or silver anode radiation sources
are also acceptible if given sufficient exposure time. The
length of exposure, or time over which diffracted radiation
is collected is significantly reduced by use of a 2D detec-
tor, the rapid acquisition PDF, (RAPDF) method,58 but still
intimately depends on the brilliance of the light source and
diffracted intensity of the components in the sample. In cer-
tain cases, better statistics for the subtracted measurement may

Fig. 9 Peak fitting: PDF models are generated and compared by
fitting Gaussian curves (light green) and a PDF baseline (black) at
the extracted peak positions (black hash marks) to the data plotted
on a Nyquist grid (blue) for (a) the crystalline standard, and (b) the
0.25 wt. % suspension. Differences are plotted in red.

be required to ensure that false correlations are not created
due to noise at lower Q values for more weakly scattering
background components when taking the difference. For a
proper dPDF, this background measurement must include all
undesireable scattering contributions: peripheral components,
sample container, and even air scattering that occurs along the
beam path. This should all be accounted for in a single mea-
surement because attempts to separately measure them would
result in redundant subtractions.

Measurements can be performed in a number of geometries,
but for nanoparticles and solvents, it is convenient to measure
samples loaded into sealed capillaries made of weakly scat-
tering material such as polyimide or borosilicate. Once the
raw intensity is measured for the total sample and the back-
ground components, the 2D data should be corrected for vari-
ous effects such as polarization and experimental geometry,12

then integrated to 1D intensity versus 2θ or Q, with software
such as Fit2D.59 Additional software, such as PDFGETX3,
is available for the transformation step. The dPDF is gener-
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Table 1 Peak positions extracted from the crystalline standard PDF
with height Ai and width (standard deviation) σi obtained by fitting
Gaussian functions, G(r) = ∑i Ai exp

(
−(r−ri)

2

2σ 2
i

)
, onto the baseline

for both the standard (stan.) and 0.25 wt. % suspension (susp.)
PDFs.

Position (Å) height (Å−2) width (Å)
stan. susp. stan. susp.

11.92 0.18(1) 0.19(3) 0.25(2) 0.30(5)
12.94 0.22(1) 0.16(2) 0.40(3) 0.50(7)
14.28 0.38(1) 0.40(1) 0.44(1) 0.40(3)
16.36 0.17(1) 0.06(3) 0.29(3) 0.31(18)
17.34 0.092(7) 0.12(1) 0.77(13) 1.01(22)
20.17 0.22(1) 0.22(2) 0.93(6) 0.79(10)
22.55 0.22(1) 0.23(2) 0.79(4) 0.86(10)
24.53 0.095(8) 0.10(2) 0.72(10) 0.82(23)
27.25 0.23(1) 0.21(2) 0.76(5) 0.70(10)
28.77 0.16(1) 0.14(2) 0.33(3) 0.47(11)
29.80 0.11(1) 0.15(3) 0.36(5) 0.22(6)
32.54 0.190(7) 0.19(2) 1.31(8) 1.39(17)
34.31 0.07(1) 0.07(2) 0.55(11) 0.65(33)

ated prior to this step by subtracting the integrated intensity
of the background from the total intensity measurement, typ-
ically scaled by the ratio of total photon counts, or the total
exposure time, from each measurement. The output is then
normalized to generate S(Q), F(Q), and the dPDF, G(r). For
dPDF calculation, the subtraction should occur in reciprocal
space rather than real space because systematic errors between
data set transformations can have deleterious effects on the re-
sulting PDF, particularly in cases of minute component con-
centrations.

4.2 Experiments

The experiments were carried out at beamline ID15 at the
European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF) using the
RAPDF method. A 2D Perkin Elmer detector was placed at
a distance of 160 mm from the samples which were loaded in
2 mm ID Kapton capillaries. Data were collected at 300 K.
The incident energy of the X-rays was 55.634 keV corre-
sponding to a wavelength of λ = 0.22286 Å. Calibration of
the experimental setup was done using CeO2 as a standard.
Exposure time was adjusted for each sample to avoid detec-
tor saturation, and the number of frames taken for each sam-
ple was adjusted to obtain sufficient counting statistics on the
data, 10 minutes for crystalline samples and 27 minutes for
suspension samples.

Raw data as depicted in Fig. 1 were summed and corrected
for polarization effects then integrated along arcs of constant
scattering angle to produce 1D powder diffraction patterns,

Fig. 2, using the program Fit2D. Corrections and normal-
izations to the data were then carried out to obtain the total
scattering structure function, F(Q), which was Fourier trans-
formed to obtain the PDF using the program PDFGETX3. The
maximum momentum transfer used in the Fourier transform,
Qmax, was varied to maximize information content while min-
imizing noise at high-Q which can have adverse effects on
structural features at low-r in the PDF.
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